ABSTRACT Over recent years, the memory effect compensated digital pre-distortion (DPD) has been widely used for linearizing wideband radio frequency power amplifiers (RF-PAs). However, with the increase of memory depth, the DPD model becomes more accurate, but the computational complexity of the DPD is significantly increased. In this paper, an approach using the attention mechanism is proposed, which can be used for locating and eliminating the memory terms with a small contribution to the performance of the DPD model so that the complexity of the DPD model is significantly reduced. The attention mechanism is employed to obtain the weighted correlation coefficient matrix of the memory effect. And the memory terms in the DPD model will be retained only if the contributions are high, which are evaluated by ensemble averaging over each diagonal of the weighted correlation coefficient matrix. To verify the applicability of the approach, a three-carrier wideband code-division multiple access signals with a bandwidth of 15 MHz and a single carrier long-term evaluation signal with a bandwidth of 20 MHz are employed for testing two Doherty RF-PAs with an operating frequency of 460 and 1900 MHz. Moreover, the generalized memory polynomial model is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The simulation and experimental results show that the modeling accuracy and the DPD linearization performance of the DPD model with and without the memory term reduction are all almost the same, which indicates the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency power amplifier (RF-PA) is the main source of nonlinearity in wireless communication systems. Its nonlinearity not only generates out-of-band spectrum regeneration that interferes with adjacent channels, but also produces in-band interference that degrades its own transmission performance, such as increase of bit error rate. Therefore, the nonlinearity of the RF-PA causes serious degradation of the performance of wireless systems [1] . Over recent years, the digital pre-distortion (DPD) technology has been widely investigated to linearize RF-PAs [1] - [8] . Moreover, with the increase of the RF-PA bandwidth, the influence of the memory effect on the RF-PA linearity becomes much more
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serious, thus the computational complexity of the DPD model is increased.
To implement a DPD model, the first task is to obtain the model coefficients. The traditional means are: for given initial values of the parameters, the best values will be found by iteratively scanning them within a certain range. The above process requires more complex hardware and is also time consuming [9] . To improve and speed up the process, for the generalized memory polynomial (GMP) model, the optimal parameters are found by using the combination of the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [10] . For the memory polynomial (MP) model [11] , a genetic algorithm was employed to obtain the optimal parameters. However, all the memory terms must be included, which are huge, dependent on memory depth of the GMP or MP model. Consequently, the computational complexity is still very high to obtain the optimized model. Thus, to further simplify the DPD model is still necessary. Fortunately, there are some memory terms in any memory effect compensated DPD model that have little impact on the performance of the DPD model. In addition, the contribution of each memory term to the model is of irregularity in positions, and the model optimization cannot be implemented by simply removing the tail terms. Therefore, the existing optimization approaches cannot accurately remove the irrelevant and less-important memory terms of the model. This work proposes an approach that can be used to accurately locate and remove the irrelevant and less-important memory terms. Thus, the proposed approach can be used to reduce the complexity of the DPD model while the performance of the DPD model is maintained, i.e. almost the same performance as the original model.
In this work, the attention mechanism, which has been usually used in the deep learning, is employed to calculate and evaluate the contribution of memory terms in the DPD model. By training in the attention mechanism, a correlation coefficient matrix between each delayed input and the current output of the under-the-test RF-PA can be obtained. The memory terms of the DPD model are picked out and included in the DPD model based on the contributions of the memory terms, which are calculated by making ensemble average for each diagonal of the correlation coefficient matrix. Unlike traditional approaches in which all the memory terms from the first delay to the memory depth are included, the proposed memory term reduction (MTR) approach removes the memory terms that have small contributions, while the modeling accuracy and linearization performance of the DPD model are not degraded.
The organization of this work is as follows. Section II states the locating theory of memory terms using the attention mechanism in details. Section III presents the experimental setup. The verification of the proposed approach with the attention optimization is given in Section IV. The last section elaborates the conclusion of this work.
II. MEMORY TERM LOCATING THEORY
The attention mechanism has been popularly used in the fields of natural language translation nowadays [12] - [15] . By using the attention mechanism, the correlation between each word in the original sentence and a word in the target sentence is obtained, and then the weight coefficients of the input to the output can be calculated. The summation output obtained by weighting these coefficients is the attention value. In this work, the attention mechanism is applied to design the DPD model. Through the correlation coefficient matrix obtained from the attention mechanism, the contributions of the memory terms can be accurately and quantitatively determined. And the memory terms with small contributions to the model can be located and removed, thereby the complexity of the model is reduced.
A. ATTENTION MECHANISM
The correlation coefficient calculation of the attention mechanism is shown as Fig. 1 . In order to illustrate the attention mechanism, we assume {x(n−m), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N (length of the sequence); m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M (memory depth); N > M } is an input sequence of an RF-PA with memory depth of M , and y(n) is the current output sample of the RF-PA. F{x(n)} is the model function of the RF-PA. And {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a M } are the weight coefficients between y(n) and each x(n-m) corresponding to the delay from 0 to M . The calculation steps are given as follows: Firstly, the similarity or correlation between y(n) and each x(n − m) is calculated. Some popular approaches have been often used such as the vector dot product, the cosine similarity of the two elements, and the two elements relation by adding an additional neural network.
Secondly, a numerical conversion is employed (i.e., the Softmax [16] ) to numerically convert the correlation obtained in the previous step, so as to normalize and arrange the originally calculated results into a probability distribution in which the sum of all element weights is 1. Furthermore, the weight of the important elements can be more prominent by using the inherent mechanism of the Softmax. The relationship between the Softmax and the coefficients is
where the Sim i is the ith similarity value, and the Sim j , j = 1, . . . , L x , is the L x number similarity value. Thirdly, F{x(n − m)} and a m , are multiplied, and then all the M products are summed up together to obtain the attention value y (n) which is the predicted value of the y(n). The relationship of y (n) and x(n) can be described as (2) .
B. MEMORY TERM LOCATING
The above states the principle of the attention mechanism by an example of calculating the correlation coefficients between the current sample y(n) of the RF-PA output and each delayed input {x(n − m), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N (length of the sample); m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , M (memory depth); N > M }. In order to accurately locate the memory items, we need calculate more correlation coefficients of the output samples with respect to different input samples. In this work, a long short-term memory (LSTM) network [17] , [18] is employed to store deep memory terms. Compared with a traditional neural network, the LSTM adds a state layer. Therefore, during the time delay transferring process, the LSTM can not only store the short-term state, but also keep the long-term state. The cooperation between the LSTM and the attention mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 , which shows how to calculate a correlation coefficient matrix, and thus the contributions of the memory terms to the model can be found out. The details of locating the memory terms referring to Fig. 2 are shown as follows:
Step 1: The memory depth of the LSTM network is set to M , and all delay states from M to current are summed up to get the current output. The LSTM inputs are I in (n) and Q in (n), which represent the in-phase and quadrature component of the RF-PA input samples. The output y LSTM of the LSTM network is a [M + 1, K ] matrix. The M + 1 is the number of the matrix rows, which means the time-delay from M to current. The K is the number of columns, which indicates the state number. The output of the LSTM network can be described as
Thus, the transposition matrix of y LSTM is
where S k n−m is the kth state at a delay of m, and m = 0, 1, . . . , M ; k = 1, 2, . . . , K .
Step 2: As shown in (5), the output matrix y LSTM from the LSTM multiplied with its transposition matrix y T LSTM results in a symmetric matrix γ with size of [M + 1, M + 1]. Using γ in the Softmax function, the output matrix α contains the attention weighted correlation coefficients.
where c
Step 3: The matrix α is multiplied with y LSTM , then a [M + 1, K ] matrix β is gotten. A fully connected layer is used after β matrix, and then we can obtain the predicted output I out (n) and Q out (n) of the RF-PA.
Step 4: The weight of the LSTM with attention will be adjusted and updated according to the normalized mean square error (NMSE), which is calculated using the error between the predicted output I out (n) and Q out (n) and the measured output I out (n) and Q out (n), given by
where y meas (n) = I out (n) + j × Q out (n) (j represents the imaginary unit) is the measured output of the RF-PA under the test, and y model (n) = I out (n)+j×Q out (n) is the predicted output of the RF-PA. The values of α can be optimized according to the NMSE. The parameters of the LSTM are adjusted by using the Adam optimization algorithm [19] .
In order to state the details of locating the irrelevant and less-important memory terms from α, next we use the input and the output samples of 92160 for Case-I that is defined in later section III, as an example. And the memory depth M is set to 80 as an example (The M is limited by the computer hardware).
After 1000 epochs of training, the matrix α can be shown in a greyscale figure, i.e., Fig. 3(a) . In Fig. 3(a) , the brighter the color is, the higher of the impact of the weight coefficient on the model is. This means that the memory terms in brighter regions make more contributions to the memory effect of the RF-PA than that in darker regions.
In order to identify the delay of the memory terms clearly, we can do an ensemble average along the diagonals of matrix α. Fig. 3(b) shows the results after the ensemble averaging. The main diagonal line (delay-0) in Fig. 3(c) means no delay. From the main diagonal line to its both sides, each pair of the diagonal lines at the upper and lower represents a time delay which is from 0 to 80, indicated by delay 1, 2, 3, . . . , till 80 (more 3 not shown).
Furthermore, as Fig. 3 (a) shown, the contributions of the memory terms are random in positions, to some extent. In the other words, different from the traditionally believed, not all memory terms have the similar weights in the RF-PA model. Therefore, the model for an RF-PA linearizer should be more efficient only when some key/efficient memory terms are considered. For example, for a memory depth M = 20, the traditional memory terms produced from {x(n − 1), x(n − 2), . . . , x(n − 19), x(n − 20)} are all included in the model. As a matter of fact, a similar modeling accuracy can be obtained just using the key memory terms produced from {x(n − 1), x(n − 2), x(n − 3), x(n − 4), x(n − 16), x(n − 17)}, i.e. seven terms only, instead of 20 terms. Through this way, we can easily and intuitively locate the low relevant and less important memory terms which can be removed. It should be noted that the threshold of the contribution, which determines inclusion or removal of any memory terms, depends on the DPD performance requirement and the total number of the memory terms that is pre-given or required.
In addition, exhaustive search may also be used to locate the memory terms based on the minimal NMSE. Different from the exhaustive search, the proposed approach can reduce the small contribution memory terms after the NMSE reach the minimal value, which is almost with no interference to the accuracy of the model. Therefore, the performance of the DPD will not be greatly degraded even if some elements with small contributions are removed. Moreover the exhaustive search is with very high computational complexity especially for deep memory depth.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to acquire the training samples and verify the DPD performance after the memory term reduction with the attention mechanism, we set up an experimental platform shown in Fig. 4 . The platform is composed of two Doherty RF-PAs with different operating frequencies (460-MHz and 1900-MHz), a vector signal generator (VSG, Keysight E4438C), a power spectrum analyzer (including a digitizing board) (PSA, Keysight E4448A), a 40-dB attenuator, the vector signal analysis software VSA89600, Matlab and a personal computer (PC).
Two different modulation and bandwidth test signals are considered for the verification. One is a 3-carrier wideband code division multiple access (3C-WCDMA) with the bandwidth of 15-MHz and the other one is a single carrier long term evolution (1C-LTE) with the bandwidth of 20-MHz. The sampling rates of these signals are all 92.16-Mb/s.
In order to verify the applicability of the proposed approach, the validations will be taken for four conditions/cases. For clarity, the RF-PAs under the test and test signals are listed as follows:
• Case-I: A Doherty RF-PA (Fig. 5(a) ) operated at 1900-MHz with bandwidth of 100-MHz; and the test signal is the 3C-WCDMA signal with 6.8-dB peak-toaverage power ratio (PAPR).
• Case-II: A Doherty RF-PA (Fig. 5(b) ) operated at 460-MHz with bandwidth of 20-MHz; and the test signal is a 1C-LTE signal with 7.5-dB PAPR. • Case-III: 3C-WCDMA signal is applied to the RF-PA@460-MHz in Case-II.
• Case-IV: 1C-LTE signal is applied to the RF-PA@1900-MHz in Case-I. Table 1 RF-PA are BT05CV, NXP LDMOS FET BLF6G21-10 and NXP LDMOS FET BLF7G20LS-90P.
IV. VERIFICATION
As well known, the GMP is an efficient and very popular DPD model [8] . However, as the memory depth increases, the computational complexity of the GMP model will significantly rise. Without loss of generality, the GMP model complexity, as an example, will be reduced through removing the less important or less contribution memory terms using the above proposed approach. The GMP model is described as
where x (n) and y GMP (n) are the input and the output of the GMP model. a km , b kml , and c kml are the model coefficients. K α and M α , K β and M β , and K χ and M χ are the orders and memory depth of the memory polynomial branch, lagging effect branch and leading effect branch respectively. L β and L χ are the lagging and leading delay tap length, respectively.
To reduce the complexity of the GMP model, many GMP complexity reduction methods have been reported, such as the GMP dimension selection using particle swarm optimization and the Akaike information criterion method (PSO-AIC-GMP) [10] , the complexity-reduced GMP (CR-GMP) [20] , the augmented CR-GMP (ACR-GMP) [20] , and the hill-climbing algorithm to search for the GMP model structure (HC-GMP) [21] . The focus of the above methods is to reduce the model order and the memory depth of the GMP. Thus, once the order and memory depth is given, all the memory terms (MTs) are included no matter the fact that the contribution of each memory term is. Different from the above methods, the memory terms can be selected from all the memory terms with the MTR approach proposed, which can efficiently and effectively reduce the complexity of the GMP further. 
A. MODELING ACCURACY COMPARISON OF GMP MODEL WITH/WITHOUT MEMORY TERM REDUCTION
In order to compare the modeling accuracy for the GMP model with/without the MTR (without MTR means all MTs included), for example, we set the memory depth M of the attention mechanism to 80 (pre-given), and the training samples are obtained from Case-III. After 1000 epochs of training, the distribution of the matrix α in grayscale is shown in Fig. 6(a) . The grayscale shows the contribution of each memory term. The brighter the grid is, the higher contribution of the memory term is. According to Fig. 6(a) , we can easily pick out the higher contribution or more important memory terms (brighter regions). It can be seen that the memory terms with M of more than 30 is very small in contribution (very dark), so the memory depth in the following comparisons is set to 30 or below and the distribution of the matrix α in grayscale is shown in Fig. 6(b) .
After the higher contribution memory terms are correctly selected, the NMSE between the GMP output and the measured output of the RF-PA for Case-III is used for comparing the modeling accuracy.
To verify the contributions of the memory terms, the other parameters of the GMP must be set up. Here, we pre-set the model order K α = K β = K χ = 8, and the leading and lagging L β = L χ = 1 without loss of generality. In addition to the cases of without MTs included and all MTs of included, we arbitrarily choose four different groups of diagonal MTs, which are: memory terms of only [1, 2, 3, 4] that represents the first four diagonal terms, memory terms of only [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 ] that represents six diagonal terms close to the tail, memory terms of only [1, 2, 3, 4, 24, 25, 26] that represents the first four plus close-to-tail three diagonal terms, and memory terms of only [24, 25, 26] that represents the three close-to-tail diagonal terms. Table 3 shows the NMSE for the above six cases of memory terms inclusion. It is seen that the four MTs cases lead to very similar NMSE. Except the case of the MTs of [24, 25, 26] that is the shortest, the rest of the three cases leads to almost the same NMSE. The NMSE results in Table 3 show that the memory terms in the brighter regions (i.e. diagonal terms) do play a much significant role for the performance of the RF-PA modeling.
The higher contribution memory terms can be selected according to the attention locating approach described in the above. For given MTs such as [1, 2, 3, 4, 16, 17] for Case-I and  [1, 2, 3, 4, 24, 25, 26] for Case-III together with the leading and lagging L β = L χ = 1, the best order of the GMP model can be found. Fig. 7 shows calculated NMSE versus order
It is seen that the NMSEs drop quickly till K = 8, and then drop very slowly beyond order of 8, which implies the NMSE is convergent. Consequently, the model order can be set to 8 with the above given memory terms.
The comparisons of the amplitude modulation/ amplitude modulation (AM/AM) and amplitude modulation/phase modulation (AM/PM) between the GMP with MTR and measured from the RF-PA are shown in Fig. 8 . It is seen that both AM/AM and AM/PM agree well between the GMP with MTR and measured. Therefore, we can conclude that the GMP model with MTR is able to model the characteristics of the RF-PA well.
In addition, for avoiding overfitting and keeping fair comparison, we need to choose apposite memory depth for the GMP without MTR. Fig. 9 illustrates the NMSE with respect to memory depth of the GMP without MTR for the four test cases. For Case-I, Case-II and Case-III, the NMSE knee points are all at M = 12 around. And when M > 12 the NMSEs are all nearly convergent to a flat level. For Case-IV, the NMSE knee points is at M = 9 around. Therefore, we compare the performance of the GMP with and without MTR at the NMSE knee points, i.e., M = 12 for Case-I, -II and -III, and M = 9 for Case-IV. Next, the GMP with MTR is compared with the GMP without MTR (i.e. all MTs included for M = either 12 or 9).
The modeling accuracy comparisons between the GMP with and without MTR under the four test conditions/cases for the two RF-PAs are listed in Table 4 . It is shown that the GMP model with MTR and without MTR (all memory terms included) leads to almost the same NMSEs at the different four test conditions/cases.
B. DPD EXPERIMENTS
The above illustrates that the modeling accuracy of the GMP with and without the MTR is almost the same. Next, we verify the MTR approach applied to the GMP-DPD on the linearization performance. In order to verify the effectiveness and the general applicability, we consider four cases of GMP-DPD memory terms inclusion. According to the above, the orders of the GMP-DPDs are all set to K α = K β = K χ = 8, and the leading and lagging are set to L β = L χ = 1. The memory terms of the DPD are picked out using the proposed approach and used for DPD modeling, which are listed in Table 5 for the four cases. Table 5 also gives the MTR ratios of the GMP-DPDs with and without MTR, which indicates the computational complexity reduction of the DPDs. The MTR ratio is the ratio between the number of reduced MTs with MTR and the number of MTs without MTR of GMP-DPDs. The comparisons of measured power spectrum between the GMP with and without MTR are shown in Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13 for the above four cases. Correspondingly, the adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) of all the spectrums is given in Table 6 . Figs. 10-13 and Table 6 show that the GMP-DPDs without MTR with shorter MTs leads to worse performance, such as MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] , and becomes better for longer MTs, such as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , for Case-I, -II and -III. In other words, without using MTR, shorter MTs lead to worse performance than longer MTs. However, it can be TABLE 6. The adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) of the four cases. [1] [2] [3] [4] , GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and GMP with MTR. FIGURE 11. PA output spectrum for the PA with different DPD modeling for Case-II: GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] , GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and GMP with MTR.
found that the GMP-DPD with MTR is nearly the same as the GMP-DPD with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] for Case-I, -II, and -III and with MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] for Case-IV. This proves that MTR does not FIGURE 12. PA output spectrum for the PA with different DPD modeling for Case-III: GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] , GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and GMP with MTR. FIGURE 13. PA output spectrum for the PA with different DPD modeling for Case-IV: GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] , GMP with all MTs of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and GMP with MTR.
degrade the linearization performance of the DPD. Therefore, we can conclude the proposed MTR approach can be applied to any DPDs for various RF-PAs with various modulation signals.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, an approach using the attention mechanism is proposed for reducing the complexity of the DPD model, and the attention mechanism is used to locate and eliminate the memory terms with small contributions to the performance of the DPD model. The simulation and experimental results show that the memory terms of the GMP model can be reduced more than 30%, and more importantly the modeling accuracy and DPD linearization performance of the DPD model with and without the MTR are all almost the same. Therefore, the proposed memory term reduction approach can be applied to any DPD models for various RF-PAs with various modulation signals. Following his Ph.D. study, he spent one and one half years in the Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, to conduct research on high-speed solution transmission. He has conducted fiber fabrication, fiber cabling, system installation, and the product developments of fiber amplifiers, longhaul, and metro transmission systems/networks in industry in China, Canada, and the USA for about ten years. He joined Concordia University, Canada, as an Associate Professor, in 2002, where he has been a Full Professor, since 2009.
